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Black glass reflector panels, enhances the flame picture by producing a mirror image of the 
flames in the side panels. Ideally installed at the same time as the Linear as retrofitting will require 
removing a number of internal components, which will add cost and time. If being installed at the 
time of installing the Linear the panels will be installed before adding the burn media.

Model Order code Kit contents

800 R2910 Two side glass panels and a top panel retainer bracket set to replace existing 
retainers. The replacement retainer brackets are different in size. LH has 
vertical keyhole slots, RH has horizontal keyhole slots. Refer drawing on next 
page.

1000 / 1500 R2911

The Linear models come with the ceramic panels already installed. The first step in fitting the glass 
panels will be to remove the existing ceramic side panels. To do this loosen the two screws holding 
the top retainer in place. For the RHS, slide back and remove, for the LHS slide up and remove.

Single-sided models: Carefully lift the side decorative panels up and rotate the front edge towards 
the centre of the fire and remove.

Double-sided models: Bring the top edge of the decorative panel into the firebox, lift and remove.

Top panel retainer

Removing the left 
hand side panel
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Glass panel installation
1. Two screws hold the panel support bracket to the top of the combustion chamber. For the glass 

panels these need to be adjusted in the fully-forward position, refer A below. The aim is to get 
the panels parallel to the side of the fire. 

2. Fold up the bottom retainer tabs (two per end), refer C and D below. 

3. Install the side panels. 

4. Install the top panel retainer brackets from the glass panel kit. Refer below for which bracket is 
positioned left and which bracket is positioned right.
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Panel support bracket set fully
forward (towards the centre of the fire) 
for glass side panels

Bottom retainer tabs
folded up for glass panels

Glass panel
tabs up

Ceramic panel
tabs down

Left hand replacement retainer 
bracket has vertical keyhole slots

Right hand replacement retainer 
bracket has horizontal keyhole slots

Right hand side


